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INTRODUCTION

Large caliber artillery recoil mechanisms are cor-rised of three basic com-
ponlents: a recoil brake, a counter-recoil mechanism, and a counter-recoil buf-
fer. The recoil brake provides a controlled resistance to weapon recoil by

throttling hydraulic fluid through a variable orifice. The counter-recoil mech-
anism, or recuperator, returns the recoiling parts to the initial firing position
by storing and releasing a portion of the recoil energy. The counter-recoil
buffer reduces counter-recoil velocity of the moving parts to zero through a

hydraulic fluid throttling process similar to the recoil brake.

Ideally, the recoil brake should throttle hydraulic oil so that a constant
retarding force vs recoil distance curve is obtained. Since the area under this
cuirve represents energy dissipation, a constant force is the lowest retarding
force for a given recoil length. This is desirable and results in reduced weight
of the weapon supporting structure. In addition, weapon stability is increased.

Traditionally, the design of a throttling orifice is based on the highest
impulse the weapon will encounter. Maximum available recoil stroke is used to
determine this orifice profile. Thus, maximum recoil stroke should theoretically
occur at maximum impulse. In reality, this is not the case.

Variation- in maximum impulse due to production tolerances in propellant
manufacture, propellant temperature variations due to varylr' climatic condi-
tions, manufacturing tolerances in the throttling orifice, and variable hydraulic
fluid characteristics (i.e., viscosity) all tend to upset the ideal force-stroke

relationship. In addition, recoil operation at less than maximum impulse will
not utilize the full stroke available, since the orifice profile was not designed

for these conditions. This results in a non-optimized force versus stroke pro-
file. Thus, higher than necessary force peaks arc applied to the weapon struc-
tuire.

It is proposed that a microprocessor controlled servovalve be used to opti-
mize energy dissipation in the recoil brake regardless of the system variables
mentioned above. The servovalve is envisioned as a constantly variable orifice
operated by a closed loop feedback control system. This report describes two

control schemes which could be used for a servovalve system. Computer simulation
of these schemes applied to a computer generated recoil mechanism model demon-

strate the viability of this approach. Novel applications of microprocessor re-

coil control applied to artillery weapons are then offered for consideration.

* IDENTIFICATION OF FORCES APPLIED TO AN ARTILLERY RECOIL MECHANISM

For a simple, one-dimensional, recoil mechanism, the motion is governed by
Newton's second law:

.F = MrX (1)
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where

EF= sum of all forces acting on the recoil mechanism in the direction

of motion (lbf)

Mr --mass of recoiling parts (slugs)

X = acceleration of recoiling parts (ft/sec2)

Figure I illustrates a free body diagram of forces acting on a typical artillery

recoil mechanism.

.r. 04

Figure 1. Forces acting on typical artillery recoil mechanism

whe re

B (t) = propellant gas force as a functin of time (ibf)

K = recoil system resistance to recoil (lbf)

F F  = mechanical friction due to recoil mechanism movement (Ibf)

W = weight of recoiling parts (lbf)

= angle of elevation of the weapon (degrees)

2-. . . . . . . . . .
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Arbitrarily assuming a positive direction as shown in figure 1, equ tion I
can be rewritten as

M X = B(t) + W sin 0 - K - F  (2)

r r F

Equation 2 forms the basis for a simple, single degree-of-freedom simulation of a
- typical artillery recoil mechanism. (The derivation is also presented in rofer-

ence I, page 17 and reference 2, page 68).

DESCRIPTION OF FORCES APPLIED TO THE RECOIL MEQIANISM

Breech Force

Breech force, B(t), is described as the input force imparted to the weapon
as a result of propellant ignition. This is also known as breech force since

* propellant gas acts against the weapon breech. This force can exceed one million

pounds in large artillery weapons. B(t) is not constant and is dependent on the

burning rate of the propellant. A typical B(t) profile is illustrated in figure
2.

FORCE

TIME

Figure 2. Typical breech force profile

[n many instances artillery weapons employ a device known as a muzzle brake
to reduce the energy imparted to the weapon structure. The device is placed at
the end of the gun tube and re-directs exhaust gases rearward, generating an im-
pu lse opposite in direction to recoil momentum. This force is usually incorpo-
rated into the breech force function, in which case the B(t) curve is modified as
shown in figure 3.

3
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FORCE
B()

MUZZLE
~<BRAKE

TIME EFFECT

Figure 3. Typical breech force profile with muzzle brake

Weight Component

Also included in the equation of motion is the component of the weight of
the recoiling parts in the direction of recoil (Wr sin 0)

Recoil System Resistance or Rodpull

Recoil system resistance or rodpull, (K), is defined as all forces (except
mechanical friction) acting in a direction opposite recoil motion. There are
three basic constituents of recoil resistance:

1. Recoil Brake (FB)--.The recoil brake provides a resistive force by
*throttling hydraulic oil through a variable orifice. This variable orifice is a

function of the recoil stroke.

2. Recuperato Force (FR)--The recuperator is a counter-recoil mechan-

FORCE

ism which retuirns the recoiling parts to the initial firing position by storing,
then releasing a portion of recoil energy. Weapon recoil provides energy input
to the recuperator. As the recuperator stores energy, increasing resistive force
Is applied against recoil notion. A recuperator device is either spring or gas
operated. Two characteristic curves of resistive force are possible as shown in

-. . . * . . .. ..
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SPRING GAS
RECUPERATOR RECUPERATOR

FORCE FORCE

RECOIL DISTANCE RECOIL DISTANCE

Figure 4. Typical recuperator force curves

An initial force is always present in the recuperator in order to "hold" the re-
coiling parts in the firing position.

3. Packing Friction (F )--Packing friction is the frictional force
resulting from the hydraulic oil seals in the recoil brake and recuiperator. It
is often assumed to be a constant throughout the recoil stroke.

For many artillery weapons, recoil system resistance is transferred to the
weapon supporting structure by a single rod. Hence, the term "rodpull" is tradi-
tionally used to define the resisting force offered by the recoil mechanism:

Rodpull (K) = FB + FR + Fp (3)

Sliding Friction Force

Recoiling parts generate mechanical friction due to metal to metal contact.
Sliding friction (Ff) is a function of friction coefficients, recoil distance,
and weapon elevation.

RECOIL MECRANISM DESIGN WONSTRAINTS

Rodpull Profile

The traditional purpose of a recoil mechanism is to reduce forces imposed on
the weapon structure due to firing. Since rodpull is the primary resistance

5I
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offered to the imposed breech force, it is necessary to formulate an ideal rod-
pull profile in order to design an effective recoil mechanism. Rewriting equa-
tion 2, considering only the two primary forces, breech force and recoil resist-
ance, yields:

M rX = B(t) - K (4)

Integration of equation 4, with respect to time, leads to the familiar corollary
to Newton's Law that the change in momentum of an object is equal to the sum of
the impulses delivered to the object

t2  t 2

Mv 2 - Mrv1 = tlf B(t)dt - tlf Kdt (5)

If tI is the time immediately before firing, then t = 0; if t2 is the in-
stant recoil motion stops, T, then the recoiling mass has zero velocity before
and after the recoil stroke and the equation reduces to

O °

OfT B(t)dt =of T Kdt (6)

Thus, rearward impulse delivered to the recoiling mass from the breech force
must be balanced by the impulse from rodpull. Breech force is large in magnitude
but short in duration (figs. 2 and 3). Rodpull force generated by the recoil
mechanism is, by design, smaller in magnitude but longer in duration. In order
to keep the magnitude of K as low as possible, the ideal shape would be a rec-
tangle. This relationship formed by equation 6 can be graphically depicted in

figure 5.

BREECH FORCE
(WITH MUZZLE BRAKE )

FORCE
(b)

,

RODPULL

;. TIME (STROKE)
Figure 5. Breech force/rodpull relationship

6
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It is apparent from figure 5 that required rodptill force can be minimized by

arranging for the longest possible rodpull duration. This is equivalent to maxi-
mizing recoil stroke.

Ideal Rodpull Profile

Rodpull was previously defined as consisting of three constituent forces:
recoil brake, recuperator, and packing friction forces. Since both the recoil

brake and the friction forces depend on system motion, only the recuperator force
is present prior to and after recoil motion. Taking this fact into account, the
rodpull curve graphically depicted in figure 6 is a more practical ideal than the

rectangle.

RODPULL
FORCE

FINAL
R ECUPERATOR -- RECUPERATOR

RTFORCE
PRE-CHARGE

TIME (STROKE)
Figure 6. Ideal rodpull profile

'. Peak rodpull force can be reduced by permitting longer time and, consequent-
* - ly, a long recoil stroke to occur. However, there must be a practical limit to

the allowable stroke available for energy dissipation. This limit is based on
the configuration of each particular weapon. Large mobile artillery generally
provides from 20 to 70 in. of recoil stroke. (By comparison, a tank might be

limited to 12 inches.)

SRRATIONALE FOR HI(ROPRO(ESSOR WDNTROLLED REODIL

The primary constituent of rodpull is the retarding force generated by the
recoil brake. The force of the brake is generated by throttling hydraulic oil
through a variable orifice. It is this orifice over which the recoil mechanism

_ designer has ultimate control. Every attempt is made to design this variable

7 * . . ..
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orifice so that the ideal rodpull curve (fig. 6) is achieved. Unfortunately,
this ideal curve is rarely realized due to the following conditions:

1. Variations in hydraulic fluid characteristics. Specifically, ten-
perature induced fluid viscosity changes affect the Reynolds number and, hence,
orifice discharge coefficients. Consequently, nonideal rodpull curves result at
extreme fluid temperatures.

2. Design impulse is inconsistent due to propellant temperature and
manufacturing variations which change the B(t) curve.

3. Production tolerances used in machining the variable orifice cause
nonideal rodpull profiles.

In essence, the recoil brake throttling orifice is an open loop control
system designed around ideal parameters which rarely exist. A closed loop, feed-
back-controlled servovalve, placed parallel to the existing throttling orifice,
could adjust for the above conditions and maintain the ideal rodpull profile.

In addition, since orifice area is a function of recoil stroke, it is mech-
anically a fixed system. Since only one area profile is available, it is de-
sig;ned to handle the highest impulse the weapon will encounter. Recoil operation
at less than maximum impulse. will cause a nonideal rodpull versus time curve,
since the orifice profile was not optimized for this condition. At lower impulse
inputs, the recoiling mass stops in a shorter distance than is available. Thus,
higher than necessary loads are applied to the weapon. The recoil mechanism does
have a finite life and every load is a step to the eventual wear out of the sys-
ten. If the recoil mechanism can operate in a fashion which will utilize all
available stroke, regardless of impulse, longer recoil mechanism life can be
expected.

SMICROPROCESSOR CONTROL CONCEPT

)m the basis of the rationale described above, it is desirable to control
rodpull with a continuously variable throttling orifice. This could be accom-
plished with a microprocessor-controlled servovalve plumbed parallel to the ex-
i-;tlrw, recoil brake. A schematic of this concept is shown in figure 7.

A~szmlng rodoull, distance, velocity, and acceleration are continuously
'vA, lahle to a microprocessor, a closed loop recoil control scheme could be de-

i'., to opt imize recoil rodptill regardless of the system variables.

•ii )r~hr to veritv this ,ippro.ch to recoil control, ii ('omputer si:mulation of
;i tvpir il irrill,-rv r coil mechanitim, augmented with ;in electronically controlled



RODPULL
RECOIL POSITION

MICROPROGESSOR VELOCITY
SERVOVALVE \,ACCELERATION

HIGH PRESSURE

DIRECTION
"OF RECOIL

SLOW '-RECOIL

PRESSURE ORIFICE RECOIL BRAKE

Figure 7. Microprocessor recoil control schematic

COMPUTER SIILATION OF RECOIL MECHANISM M178

The recoil mechanism modeled in this feasibility study is designated M178
and is used on the 155-mm self-propelled howitzer M109. Many of these howitzers

- are in service, and the recoil system is typical for large artillery pieces. The

*" M17R is designed to produce one of two lengths of recoil at maximum applied im-

pulse. Long recoil (34 to 36 in.) is used at gun tube elevations from 0 to 45
degrees. Short recoil (24 to 26 in.) is used at gun tube elevations from 45 to
70 degrees. This is necessary to prevent the recoiling parts from hitting the

* vehicle floor at higher firing angles. Two distinct orifice area profiles are
available which permit these two recoil strokes to occur. The mechanics of actu-

ating these orifice profiles are discussed in reference 2 beginning on page 155.
For the purposes of this report, an equivalent single orifice area is assumed.
Furthermore, hydraulic fluid compressibility and unsteady flow are not addressed

in this recoil simulation.

The M178 recoil mechanism was modeled on a system analysis program called

SUPFR*SCEPTRE (ref 3). The original SCEPTRE program was developed by IBM and
sponsored by the Air Force Weapons Laboratory at Kirtland Air Force Base. Origi-
nally, the program automatically solved complex nonlinear electrical circuit
problems with very simple input data requirements. The Army Research and Devel-

opment Center (ARDC) sponsored the upgrade of the program, which was carried out

':
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at the University of South Florida, to include mechanical, digital, and control
systems. SUPER*SCEPTRE retains the simple input requirements but is suprisingly
powerful. It can solve multidisciplinary problems with complex interactions, but
only requires minimal setup times and usually minimal machine time. The imple-
mentation at ARDC provides rapid graphical and tabular output.

The first step in the modeling process is to take the recoil mechanism free
body diagram (fig. 1) and represent it as a mechanical network (fig. 8). Only
four forces are included as primary forces in the network, with rodpull repre-

senting the sum of the packing friction, recuperator, and brake forces.

Figure A. Recoil mechanism network for SUPER*SCEPTRE model

Arrow direction is determined by visualizing an electrical analogy between
force and current. Both B(t) and lrsin 8 tend to lift the recoiling mass off its
inertial frame so they tend to facilitate current flow. Rodpull. and Ff resist
this motion, so they are shown impeding the current flow.

The second step is the preparation of the input data list to represent the
mechanical network (fig. 8). The following data were used for this list:

* Rodpull (K)--In this case, K represents the sun of packing friction,
recuperato f ore, and recoil b rake force.

*Packing Friction--The packing friction used to design the M1178 was
compuited to be 2340 lb (ref 2, page 193). This amouint is assumed constant
throughout the recoil stroke.

*Recuperator Force--The M1l78 recuiperator uses nit rogen gas as an ener-
gy storage medium. This lorce is modeled as a polytropic compression process
(ref 2, page 188):

F A" P 7

*.R F
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whe re

FR = recuperator force (lbf)

AR = recuperator cylinder cross section (in. 2 ) - 9.724 in. 2 for the 1178

Po = initial recuperator gas pressure (psi) - 650 psi for the M178

V= initial recuperator gas volume (in.3) - 1,015 in. 3 for the M178

X = recoil distance (in.) 36 in. - maximum for the M178

n = polytropic exponent (assume 1.6)

e Brake Force--The primary resistance to recoil is generated by throt-
tling hydraulic fluid through a continuously varying orifice. In reality, this
orifice consists of various piston port areas, fluid connecting port areas, and
leakage areas in addition to the main control orifices. For purposes of this
system level model, the concept of an equivalent orifice area is used. This con-
cept can be visualized as an equivalent single orifice with a discharge coeffi-
cient of 1, which provides the same retarding force as the combination of the
various actual orifices in the M178 recoil mechanism. The equation for equiva-
lent brake force (ref 2, page 99) is:

32A v W
F B 2 (8)

2A g
e

where

FB = brake force (lbf)

AB = equivalent recoil piston area (in. 2 ) - 32.98 in. 2 for the M178

v = recoil velocity (in./s)

= density of hydraulic fluid (Lb/in.3 ) - assume 0.0313 lb/in.
3

= equivalent area orifice (in.2)e

g= gravitational constant (in./s 2)

* Friction Force (FF)--Friction force represents sliding friction of
the gun tube on gun tube slides. In the case of the M178, the tube slLdes
through two ring suipports. Sliding friction was computed (ref 2, page 190) as:

F W W cos 0 (67.15 - X)/14.15 (9)
F r

11
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where

FF = friction force (lbf)

w = coefficient of friction (assume 0.15)

Wr = weight of recoiling parts (lbf) - 4,360 lbf for the 1178

" = 2apon elevation (degrees)

X = recoil distance (in.)

* Weight Component (Wr sin 0)--The total weight of the recoiling parts

for the M178 was determined to be 4,360 lb (ref 2, page 181). Although the M178
can operate at elevation angles which vary from 0 to 75 degrees, the recoil brake
control orifices were optimized for the worst case conditions of the weight com-
ponent which occurs at 45 degrees for long recoil and 75 degrees for short re-

coil.

* Breech Force [B(t)]-- The M203 impulse profile as a function of time
(ref 2, page 209) is graphically depicted in figure 9. Negative breech force

indicates a muzzle brake is in use.

The recoil simulation was used initially to generate an equivalent orifice

area profile. This was accomplished by assigning various constant values of
rodpull and observing the amount of force required to stop the recoiling mass

within the required distance. By subtraction of recuperator and friction forces,

the required brake force was determined. An inverted form of equation 9 was then

used to generate an equivalent orifice area as a function of recoil position.
The SPPER*SCEPTRE input deck, necessary to compute an equivalent orifice area
profile for both long and short recoil, is listed in appendix A. Appropriate

.- outputs are also listed.

The orifice profile was modified to incorporate a leakage area in the M1178
recoil mechanism estimated to be 0.5 in.2 (ref 2, page 181). This revised ori-

fice profile was put into subsequent recoil simulations in a tabular format. The
JL final orifice profiles and tabulated orifice schedules for both long and short

recoil strokes are shown in figures 10 and 11, respectively.

ADEQUACY OF M1178 RECOIL MEQIAISM SIMULATION

After determining the effective orifice area profile, a check run was made
to observe results. Using the design breech force curve (M203 charge), assuming

a 45 degree weapon elevation, and using the long stroke equivalent orifice area

profile, a plot of rodptill and recoil distance was requested. (The appropriate

SJPER*SCEPTRE input deck is listed in appendix B.) The peak rodpull generated

12
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3735 3-14
.. 11.3 2.78
S-15_3 2.47

.1- 20.5 2.09

< -- -------.30.0 1.19
~. 31.11.04

33-4 0.60. . . . .. . . .... . : .... . . ..

7 - 34.0 0.50

'.0 p 140.0 0.5

I ..JEAK G~t

• :.1 i (IN .)

: , i :: .........

Figure 10. Final area schedule--long recoil
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7 -I-Li AREA SCHEDULE
SHORT RECOIL

0.0 0.5
0.794 16

-1.35 2.06
LiEI>> 2.19 2.41

~.> -~ij.J.2 2.60 2.52
4.06 2.73

4 ---Ki.9.76 2. 12
-- -- ---. ~ 1 8 .2 1 1 . 2 7

___=120.68 0.95
3 .~-. 23.8 0.5

z

1-J -- --- --

<---2-7 .7, __
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Figure 11. Final area schedule--short recoil
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was slightly under 80,000 lb (fig. 12). Since the original rodpull which gener-
ated the orifice area profile was 70,000 lb (app A, input deck), a discrepancy is
immediately evident. This is due to the leakage area present in the M178 mechan-
ism.

The initial leakage area permits the recoiling mass to gain slightly more
recoil velocity than was originally computed in the ideal simulation (fig. 13).
This results in a recoil stroke which is within the 36-inch-stroke limit of the
M178 (fig. 14). Since brake force is proportional to recoil velocity squared (eq
8), the brake force rises to a higher level. In reality, the rodpull of the

> production M178 is 15% higher than the design rodpull of 70,500 lb (ref 2, page
K0 .217). Therefore, the results of the model appear reasonable.

.A difficulty in assessing the adequacy of the model is the scarcity of good
live firing data to compare with the predicted values obtained with SUPER*
SCEPTRE. Live-fire testing of the M178 recoil mechanism was accomplished at
Aberdeen Proving Ground (APe) intermittently during the period of 8 September
1977 to 22 March 1979 (ref 4). A comparison of the SUPER*SCEPTRE check run oil
pressure output with that of the top left M178 recoil cylinder is shown in figure
15. The live-fire curve exhibits some of the features of the SUPER*SCEPTRE
model. An obvious difference is that the live-fire curve has some large ampli-
tude variations in the initial portion of the pressure profile. Discussions
between the authors and cognizant APG personnel uncovered a possible explanation
for these oscillations. Since they occur at about the time the muzzle brake
activates, the accompanying overpressure in the area surrounding the weapon may

have caused noise in the data acquisition equipment. These oscillations are even
more pronounced in other firings. While it has not been clearly established that
these oscillations actually exist, electronic recoil control designers should be
aware of the potential occurrence of oscillations near 300 Hz.

It would be possible to adjust the area schedules to more nearly match eith-
er a desired ideal rodpull or the pressure traces of the live firing, but it
would not be possible to match both. The model, as it stands, is a reasonably
accurate representation of the M178 recoil mechanism. It appeared to be adequate
to dete'rmine the potential ot an automatic control system to improve the recoil
process of the M|78; therefore, it will be used "as is" for the remainder of this
study.

POWDER GY1NASTI CATOR

Anv hardware modification to the M178 recoil mechanism would probably under-
go initial testing on a devi ce known as a powder gymnasticaltor. The powder gym-
nas ticator I.s a me chanism which can exercise or gymnasticate' recoil mechanisms
without actually firing the weapon. A schematic of the powder gymnasrirator is
provided In fgnr.e 16.
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FIRING CHAMBER

RECOIL MECHANIS

BREECH

17171 111111117Ii > ..

GUN TUBE-- DIRECTION OF
77777/777 RECOIL

Figure 16. Powder gymnasticator schematic

A firing piston is attached to the gun tube in place of the muzzle brake.
This firing piston is placed inside a firing chamber. A pyrotechnic charge is

ignited in the firing chamber, driving the recoiling parts rearward, thereby
simulating recoil. The advantages of this device over live firings are:

1. Firing ranges are unnecessary

2. Cost for firing each round is significantly reduced

Disadvantages of gymnasticators in general include:

1. Inability to simulate muzzle brake effects

2. Recoil brake oil pressure profiles cannot be exactly matched to live
firings

Oil pressure profiles cannot be exactly matched between gymnasticator and
live fire situations due to differences in breech force profiles. This can be
verified by comparing the design breech force curve (fig. 9), and the gymnastica-
tor equivalent* (fig. 17). (The smoothed gymnasticator curve discounts oscilla-

tions which may be due to electronic noise.) Lowered initial force levels in the
,ymnasticator curves cause reduced initial velocity of the recoiling parts. This

condition, coupled with the fact that orifice area is at a maximum during this
period, causes a recoil brake oil pressure "dip." This characteristic is magni-

fled due to the fact that recoil velocity is a squared function in the recoil
brake force calculations (eq 8).

Regardless of the disadvantages, gymnasticators are used extensively to
* proof test recoil mechanisms after assembly. It is the author's opinion that any

* Gymnasticator Impulse curves were provided by Aichel Dupont of Rock Island
O Arsenal, July 1984.
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TABLE OF TIME AND FORCE VALUES

SMOOTHED GYMNASTICATOR
TIME(MS) FORCElbITIMEMS) FORCE(Ib)

0 07) 0 0 (1ion
3.6 1180 3.6 1180
6.0 610 6.0 5 60
160 80 6.7 710
26.0 0 8.0 580

120 9.0 310

10.0 405
I 1C -"38 0
12.0 150

1013.5 280

15.6 12
-s - GYMN ASTICATOR 17.0 150

19.0 0

_D 20.5 90
22.0 0

0 23.5 75

we 26.0 0
Uf o

SMOOTHED

2-

TIME (MS)
* Figure 17. Breech force profile based on recoil response--powder gymnasticator

(M203 equivalent)
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electronic recoil mechanism test would initially be carried out on a powder gym-

nasticator. Therefore, the powder gymnasticator curves were used for many simu-

lations. In order to verify that the gymnasticator curves would not cause irra-

tional output in the M178 recoil model, a check run was made. Recoil distance
(fig. 18) did not exceed the 36-in. allowable stroke. Peak rodpull (fig. 19),
while high at 90,000 lb, was not unrealistic.

CDNTROL ALGORITHMS

Level 1 Cntrol--Haintain a Preset Rodpull

The initial electronic recoil algorithm was designed to maintain a prese-

lected rodpull. If actual rodpull were less than the preselected value, the

bypass servovalve would remain in the closed position. If rodpull were greater

than the preset value, the valve would shift to the full open position. The

valve did not immediately respond to input signals but operated with a time delay

as shown by:

dAa I
dt = (A - A) (10)

where

A = actual servovalve area (in. 2

Ad = desired servovalve area (in.
2 )

SAd = 0 in. 2 when actual rodpull < desired rodpull
?

Ad = I in. when actual rodpull > desired rodpull

T= valve time constant (assume 10 ms)

The valve used in the simulation had a flow area of 1.0 in.2 which was

chosen arbitrarily but appeared to be an adequate size. The 10-ms time constant

* is only an estimate of what might be possible with a servovalve of this size.

The level I control scheme is similar to a recoil device known as a St.

- Chamond mechanism (ref 1, page 13). The St. Chamond mechanism consists of a

* pressure relief valve plumbed into the recoil brake. A preset oil pressure is
maintained by the opening and closing of a spring loaded poppet valve.

Level I control can he visualized as an electronic St. Chamond mechanism.
Since the servovalve reacts to rodpull Instead of recoil brake pressure, control

is improved. This is due to the fact that maintenance of constant rodpull does
not equate to a constant brake pressure since there are variations in recuperator

and friction forces.
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The control algorithm described above is very simple, yet it has the poten-
tial for true optimization of each recoil stroke. Assuming that the input im-
pulse is known prior to firing the weapon, a value for rodpull could be mathe-
matically or empirically determined which would cause the recoiling mass to use

* all available stroke. Thus, an ideal rodpull curve (fig. 6) could be generated
for each input impulse.

Level 2 Control-Compute Rodpull During Recoil

:. Once it has been demonstrated that a servovalve can maintain a given rodpull
(level 1 control), a method to determine the required rodpull dynamically is pro-

' posed. This approach has the advantage of not requiring advance notice of what
impulse is to be expected since required rodpull is computed during the recoil

*stroke.

This scheme equates the mechanical energy of the recoiling mass to the a-
mount of work necessary to stop the recoiling parts. This work-energy relation-
ship is established by integrating equation 2 with respect to distance. Recall-
ing equation 2

M X = B(t) + W sin 0 - K - F

r r F

distance is introduced with the following substitution:

dv dx dv vdv
X it dt dx dx

therefore, equation 2 becomes

vdvM r = B(t) + W sin 0 - K - F (12)"' r dx rF

Integration with respect to distance yields

1/2 v2  2 f 2 B(t) dx + f 2 W sin 0 dx- f 2 Kdx F 2 F dx (13)r I 1 1 r 1 1F

* By selecting an initial integration condition at some arbitrary distance (X)
where the velocity is V, a final condition at maximum recoil stroke (Xmax) (where
recoil velocity is zero), and assuming that rodpull (K) is to be maintained at a

-. constant value, equation 13 hecomes

2 max
-"-12 M v = x B(t)dx + W sin 0 (X - X)"* r =X r max (14)

X

- K(X - X) r y max F dx
m-' ax

. *" * . . -. *



This ation can now be solved for the ideal rodpull (K)

K [/ 2 Mr v 2 + fmax B(t)dt - fmax FFdX] + r sin 6 (15)

max

The intent of control scheme 2 is to compute equation 15 during weapon recoil.
Therefore, it is desirable to simplify the equation to reduce computation time.

A comparison of forces used in equation 15 as a function of recoil stroke is

* depicted in figure 20. It is evident that the friction and weight terms are not

large contributors to the work-energy relationship. Realizing that friction

tends to reduce rodpull force, while the weight contribution tends to increase

required rodpull, it would be prudent to include the weight computation and, to

simplify equation 15, neglect friction.

Further simplification of equation 15 can be obtained if the breech force

component is ignored. This may appear radical, since the breech force is the

largest force applied to the weapon; however, it acts for only a fraction of the
total recoil stroke. The computed value would only be correct after B(t) becomes
negligible, however. This approach would require the servovalve to control rod-

pull at a preset value until the majority of breech force has been applied. This
value could be the maximum rodpull the weapon will encounter.

Incorporating these decisions, equation 15 is rewritten:

K[1 m W sin 0 (16)
I -x 2Wsi

max

The obvious question is: At what point during recoil should control transi-
tion from the preset rodpull to the calculated rodpull computed by equation 16?

This could occur when the acceleration of the recoiling parts changes sign from

positive to negative. If the weapon employs a muzzle brake, transition would
occur when the muzzle brake activates. If no muzzle brake is present, as is the

case with the powder gymnasticator simulation, acceleration will change sign when
breech force is reduced to a level below the combined rodpull and frictional
forces.

There are both physical and computational problems with equation 16 during
the final portion of the recoil process. As recoil ends, velocity and (Xmax - X)

approach zero. In order to maintain the high brake force implied by equation 16,
the orifice area must be reduced. When the required orifice area is less than

leakage flow in the recoil mechanism, the brake force rapidly diminishes. Final

stopping is provided by the recuperator and friction forces. This results in the
recoiling mass never stopping at precisely the specified Xmax which, in turn,

causes equation 16 to become undefined as Xmax is approached. To prevent this, a
controlled closure of the servovalve was provided in the control algorithm at a
stroke of 2 inches before the desired Xmax .  For simplicity, a linear closure of
the valve was programmed. (The optimum method to effect closure was not included

in this study.)
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For purposes of this study, the preset rodpull was arbitrarily set at 70,()w(u
lb. Transition from preset to the calculated rodpull (eq 16) occurred when the
acceleration of the recoiling parts switched from positive to negative. A tran-
sition function was incorporated (fig. 21).

CALCULATED
VALUE

RODPULL

- PRESET
VALUE

4-.O! 0 -01

ACCELERATION (IN/SEC 2)

Figure 21. Transition function for calculated rodpull

The selection of the transition function profile is arbitrary. Future stud-
ies should investigate the sensitivity of recoil performance to both the value of
the acceleration at which transition occurs and the shape of the transition func-
tion.

(ONTROL SIMULATIONS

*!_ Level 1 Control--Smoothed Gymnasticator Impulse

- . A SUPER*SCEPTRE simulation was run using the St. Chamond approach to recoil

control. The smoothed version of the gymnasticator input (fig. 17) was applied
to the M178 recoil model at 0 degree weapon elevation. The desired rodpull was

* set to 75,000 lb. The servovalve was commanded to shift to the full open posi-
tion when actual rodpull was greater than the desired 75,i)0 lb using the ramp
switching function shown in figure 22.
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DESIRED SERVOVALVE AREA (IN2)

a|

-. 001 0 +.001

ACTUAL RODPULL - DESIRED RODPULL,

(Ibs)

Figure 22. St. Chamnond switching function

• The error signal boundaries (-0.001 and + 0.001) were arbitrarily assumed.

-'. The SUPER*SCEPTRE input deck for level I control is listed in appendix C,
and selected output curves are shown in figures 23 through 26. It is immediately
apparent in figure 23 that the recoil motion exceeds the 36 in. allowable stroke
of the M178. This is rational because the original I178 recoil simulation re-
quired approximately an 80,000 lb rodpull force to stop the recoiling parts. T he
simulation does, however, indicate the type of response possible with the St.

Chamond control algorithm (fig. 24).

Figure 24 depicts the almost ideal rodpull curve possible with this ap-
proach. The initial dip in the profile is due to the gymnasticator characteris-
tics described earlier and is unavoidable if the gymnasticatcr B(t) curve is to
be used. The OPEN-CLOSE commands to the servovalve are shown in figure 25, while
figure 26 shows the actual servovalve area when the time delay is taken into
account.

Level 2 Control--M203 Propelling Charge

A SUPER*SCEPTRE simulation using the M203 propelling charge with level 2
- control was requested. The appropriate input deck is listed in appendix D.

* A comparison of the effect of level 2 control on rodpull for the design
breech force is shown in figure 27. Since the original M178 recoil mechanism was
desqigned to attenuate this particular impulse, the effect of control is not dra-
matic; however, some characteristics of the control scheme are demonstrated. of
particular note is the control to the preset rodpull of 70,000 ib, followed by

. transition to a higher rodpuill and, finally, the effect of controlled valve clos-
ure.
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A/

A greater insight into the action of the control system is shown in figure
28. This graph depicts the relationship between desired rodpull and actual rod-
pull, with the servovalve position superimposed. Whenever actual rodpull is
greater than desired rodpull, the valve position curve has a positive slope. A
negative slope indicates actual rodpull is less than desired. Zero slope, found
in the initial part of the simulation, indicates the valve has no activity since
the actual rodpull has not yet reached the preselected value. When the muzzle
brake activates, acceleration becomes negative and the control system then com-
putes rodptill based on equation 16. Since at this point acceleration changes
abruptly from positive to negative, it is implicit that recoil velocity peak
also. Therefore, desired rodpull also experiences an abrupt peak. After 40 ms
the muzzle brake action is exhausted, and the continued slight decrease in de-
sired rodpull is due to the persistent friction force, FF.

Level 2 (bntrol--Smoothed Gymnasticator Impulse

A more interesting control problem occurs when the recoil mechanism is exer-
cised by the powder gymnasticator. A SUPER*SCEPTRE input deck for this condition
is presented in appendix D. A comparison of uncontrolled versus controlled rod-
pull is shown in figure 29. The gymnasticator input is actually a more severe
load than live firing. The overall gymnasticator impulse delivered to the recoil
mechanism is slightly higher but the initial force is lower. Furthermore, the
gymnasticator impulse does not simulate a muzzle brake but delivers lower force
levels over a longer period of time.

Consequently the recoiling parts do not achieve as high an initial velocity
as the live fire simulation, but this is compensated by higher velocities as
recoil stroke continues. The higher velocities cause the uncontrolled recoil
brake to apply more rodpull than on an actual firing, since the brake was not
designed specifically for this input impulse. However, the servovalve control
computes that lower values will be required than the brake is supplying. The
valve opens, and rodpull peaks are eliminated.

Level 2 Control--Short Recoil Mode (Smoothed Gyunasticator Impulse)

One of the most dramatic test cases to demonstrate the usefulness of the
automatic control process occurs with the recoil mechanism in the short stroke
mode. Using the gymnasticator impulse input, the control system is commanded to
permit a longer recoil length to occur. Since the short stroke orifice area pro-
file ends at a recoil length of approximately 24 in., any increase in recoil
length will be generated exclusively by throttling oil through the servovalve.
Therefore, the control system is exercising full control after the 24-in. recoil
length is reached. Arbitrarily assuming that 31 in. is available, a simulation
was run. The SUPER*SCFPTRE input deck for this test case is provided in appendix
D. Rodpull profiles for both uncontrolled and controlled recoil are shown in
figure 30. A slight rise in rodpull is evident at the point where the short
stroke profile ends, since the control valve must rapidly adjust to take all

remaining flow except leakage. This is a rather severe task, but the system
manages to maintain rodpull fairly constant at a level approximately 33% of the

uncontrolled amount.
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FUTURE APPLICATIONS OF KICROPROCESSOR REOIL O(NTROL

The concept of closed-loop feedback control applied to recoil mechanisms has
many ramifications. Some areas of interest are described below:

1. Variable Recoil Length--Many artillery recoil mechanisms have provi-
sion to shorten recoil stroke for high elevation firings. This is necessary to

prevent the recoiling parts from hitting the vehicle floor or, in the case of a
towed artillery piece, the ground. The mechanism necessary to accomplish the
reduction in stroke adds considerable mechanical complexity to the recoil system.
This can he alleviated by providing the microprocessor with an input of weapon
elevation. The microprocessor can then perform the trivial trigonometric calcu-
lations to determine available recoil length. Rodpull would then be adjusted
accordi ngly.

2. Counter-Recoil Control--The servovalve system used to control the
recoil process can be applied to control counter-recoil velocity. Throttling of
hydraulic oil can be programmed to insure consistent buffing action and return-

to-battery. This eliminates the need for separate counter-recoil control pas-
sages.

3. Elimination of Precision Control Orifices--Traditional artillery
recoil mechanisms employ control rods or grooves to throttle oil. These orifices

are precision machined which makes them costly to manufacture. Furthermore,
design of the orifices is often done by tedious iteration with prototype hard-
ware. Precision control orifices can be eliminated by the throttling servovalve.

The resulting recoil mechanism would then be mechanically very simple. In order
to reduce servovalve size, a very simple fixed throttling orifice might be in-
stalled, and the servovalve would provide the fine adjustment.

4. Adaptability to Increased Weapon Impulse--Since recoil mechanisms

are designed to attenuate a specific impulse, any significant increase in this
impulse (for purposes of increasing projectile range, perhaps) would necessitate
a costly mechanical redesign. A microprocessor-controlled recoil mechanism could

easily adapt with only a software change, as long as the resultant magnitude of
the rodpull is within the maximum allowed for the gun.

5. Lightweight Weapons--Effective lightweight, long-range artillery
pieces may become a practical reality with microprocessor servovalve control. If
consistent rodpull can be guaranteed, structural safety factors can be reduced
significantly. This equates to large weight savings.

The weight saving generated through reduced safety factors is of

little value, however, if weapon stability cannot be maintained. An artillery
piece must remain rotationally stable throughout the recoil stroke. Practically
speaking, this constraint insures that the gun will not jump when fired. While

stability is, to a large extent, based on the external configuration of the weap-
on system, it can constrain the design of the rodpull force profile. Consider

the free body diagram of forces acting on the weapon in figure 31.
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Figure 31. Forces acting on weapon structureS

Summing the moments about point A shows that the gun will remain
stable as long as the counterclockwise moments from the weights of the recoiling
mass and the carriage exceed the clockwise moment from the force that the recoil-
ing mass exerts on the carriage, which is primarily the rodpull. The condition

for stability is:

K (L <W(L -X) + WcL2

Note that as the recoil progresses to the right, the counterclockwise moment from
the recoiling weight decreases due to the moving center of gravity of the recoil-
Ing parts; therefore, the stability condition is the most critical at the end of

- the recoil stroke. While this condition does not override the primary goal of
keeping the rodpull force low by making it as constant as possible, it demon-

* strates that rodpull forces should not increase during the final portion of the

stroke. It would be entirely possible for the microprocessor to tailor the rod-
pull profile to improve stability of a lightweight weapon.

Further reductions in weapon weight through reduced rodpull are possible by
applying microprocessor control to the concept of soft recoil. The soft recoil

approach reduces rodpull by imparting a forward velocity to the recoiling parts

prior to firing. As firing occurs, the moving parts must be stopped from forward
motion and driven backwards. Much energy is required to accomplish this, thus
reducing overall rodpull. (A more detailed discussion of this approach is pro-
vided in reference 5.) Mechanically, this system is very complex since provision
must be made for misfire conditions. The microprocessor system could orchestrate
the entire process, eliminating much of the heavy mechanical hardware.

*Microprocessor recoil control is not the answer to all future recoil mechan-
isms. It provides a high degree of finesse in controlling rodpull which may not
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be necessary or desirable in large artillery weapons where weight and stability
are not concerns. However, if precise rodpull control is necessary for any of
the reasons mentioned previously, then microprocessor controlled recoil is a
viable alternative.

CONCLUSIONS

This feasibility study demonstrated the viability of microprocessor control
for a typical artillery recoil mechanism. Since this effort consists of an add
on to an existin, system, it is difficult to demonstrate the benefits of control
at the very highest breech forces available. This is because the recoil system
was actually designed to provide optimum recoil at these levels. Automatic con-
trol should smooth out some of the peak stresses which occur at any off-desi Ln
point such as those which occur when a gymnasticator is used. A level ? control
system should respond well to lower impulses, keeping the stresses low en)ugh to
,isc the entire distance available for recoil. A very dramatic control exercise
is seen when the recoil system is in the short mode and the control system is
commanded to use a recoil distance longer than the usual short stroke distance.

This study is only a beginning. The work that remains is for the character-
istics of an actual servovalve to be placed in the model, then sensitivity stud-
ies can be made to determine the best method of controlling the servovalve.
Various end of recoil models should be investigated to determine the best method
to bring the recoiling mass to a final stop. Finally, a study should be per-
formed to determine the best way to handle the preset value of desired rodpull
and to determine if there is a better method of switching over to calculated
desired rodpull. The method would have to be satisfactory for both live firing
and the gymnasticator simulation.
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SUPER-SCEPTRE INPUT DECK
EQUIVALAF\T ORIFICE AREA COMPUTATION

LONG REICOL-M178

MECH4ANICAL DESCRIPTION
M10i9 PECOIL SYSTEM -
TABLE 2 BREECH FCRCE FOR DESIGN RUN - GAE 800e MIL.S
ORIFICE AREA CALCULATION FOR LONG RECOIL
ELEMENTS
Mi. 1-2*-1 (PJT/PGR)
R1.2-1-TABLE a (TIME)
R2, 2-1. x2t PUTlS5IN( PANG )
R3, 1-2.PROPL
P6, l-2.x7(PMUtPWTRCOS(PANG )$(?. iS-SMI )/14. 15)
DEF INED PARAMETERS
POAE*200.
P!JT.4360
PGP.386.
PIE.X3(4.lATAN( 1.0))
PANG-X4(2.SPIEtP0AE/6400.)
PAR*9.72
PPO-650

* PABe32.9S
PUF-.0313
PAE.1.

PP DPL. 70000
PPAC. 234'0
PRE.XS(PAR)PPO/( 1.-PARSSMI/PU0)USPN)
OFO.Xg(PRDPL-PRE-PPAC)
POP. Xg cVMlZ 5RT(PWF:PAB :3/2/PGR/PFO)
OUTPUTS
SMl,VM1.R1
P OR ,PFO, PRE
POP. PLOT(SM1)
FUNCTIONS
TABLE 2

.012,343000, .0129,276000, .013,.-148000

.0211,-57900. .024,-4220e, .031,-20400

.0373,-1110-0445,-5750,0526 -2890 .0649,-IO

.07S -53 81-3.08,1O.1;090
RU1N 6ONTROLS
STOP TIM1E a .15
MAX INTEGRATION PASSES a LEN0
MINIMUM STEP SIZE e LE-30
COMPUTER TIME LIMIT - 1

q TERMINATE IFu(jM1.LT.O..AND.(TIME.GT.0.01))
END~
sEOR

DBEND

14
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LONG RECOIL
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LONG RECOIL
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SUPER-SCEPTRE INPUT DECK
EQ.UIVALANT ORIFICE AREA COMPUTATION

SHORT RECOIL -M 178

MECKNtICAL DESCRIPTION
fl109 RECOIL SYSTEM -A 33-3MLTmBLE 2 BREECM FORCE FOR DESIGN RUN -QC*13.3ML

ORIFICE AREA CALCULATION FOR SHORT RECOIL
ELEMENTS
fli,i-2-xi CPuT/P0R)
RI,2-1-TABLE 2 (TIME)
R2,Z-1.x2(PwT*SIlmPANG))
A3, 1-2*PRDPL
RE, :-2.X7(PMLZPUTSCOS(PANG)(67.15-SI)/14.15)
DEFINED PARAMETERS
POREo* 3 33 .33
PUT-4 360
PGRe 386.
PIE.X3(4.lATAN(1 .0))
PANG&X4(2.SPIEXPOAE/6400.)
PARo9.72
PPO-650

* pvea1los.
PN* 1.6
PAD e32.9S
PWF&.0313
PAEo.
PMU.0. 15
PRDPL * 16000
PPAC-2340
PRE-xS(PARsPPS'( 1.-PARSSI/PVO)3*PN)
PFOoX8(PRDP,-PRE-PPAC)
POR-Xg(VMu*SQRT PuF$PAB~S3/2/PGR/PFO))
OUTPUTS
SMI,YVMIR1
PORPFO,PRE
POR, PLOT(SML)
FUNCTIONS
TABLE 2
*.,32300, .002,184000,.e06.1416000..007.13g0000

*00B.1156000.gea $OgBge 0 S00.11,44300$
.012.343000, .0129 276000' 015 -148004

.0373,-Illo,..044 , -57Seo.0526 -890 .0649,-1119

.07S -S33, S1-S,0B,16.1~S.,
RUN4 60frROLS
STOP TIME @ .1S
MAX INTEGRATION PASSES e 1130
MINIMUM STEP SIZE a IE-30
COMPUTER TIME LIMIT I
TERMINATE IF(CVMI.LT.0).AND.(TIME.GT..1))
EmD
SEOR

DBEND
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TABULAR OUTPUT
SHORT RECOIL
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TABULAR OUTPUT-CONTINUED

SHORT RECOIL
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SUPER-SCEZPTRE INPUT DECK<
M 178 RECOIL MECHANISM MODEL

MECHANICAL DESCRIPTION
M109g RECOIL SYSTEA -
TABLE a BREECH FORCE FOR DESIGN RUN - AE 8630 MIlLS
FIRING UITH KNOWN ORIFACE AREA
TABLE 1 HAS DUPONT GYMM'ER DATA
TABLE 4 HAS SIMPLIFIED GYIMMER DATA
ELEMENTS
Ml, 1-2.Xl CPWT/PGR)
R1,2-1-TABLE 2 (TIME)
R2,2-1-X2(PUT*SIN(PANG))
R3. 1-2-PRDPL
RE, l-2.X7(Pt!UzPUTRCOS(PAiIG)S(6?.IS-SM1 )/14.15)
DEFINED PARAMETERS
PGAE*800.
PUT-4360
PGR-386.
PIE*X3(4.2ATAN(1.e))
PA11G.X4(2.lPIESPGAE/640$.)
PAR-9.72
PP0865e

PNol.6
PABo32.gB
PUFa .0313
PAE@TADLE 3 (SMI)
PMU.. 1
PPAC-*2340
PRE-XS5PAR:PP0, 1.-PAR:Sfl'PUS)SZPE)
PBR.XSCPAB:S3zVMlhg2sPWF/PAEfl2/2. /PGR)
PRDPLoX ( PRE+PPAC+PBR)
PRESS*XIO0PBR/PAD)
OUTPUTS
SF11 v.m1,R1
PREiS PADPL,PRE
PAE , ALOT(SMql)
FUNCTIONiS
TABLE I

-..0,a 0 .0036 1100 06.500,06 1tate
.0e~,aeeg:le4 00 $leii 580000

.012 leO.0129 27600O0:.: 61?& 0? 500.1

.02343000 .lg76 0 1 x,14906i

e8211,-57900,.024,- 4220@0.o51,-e400~
.0373,-jileO .044i -7SO !526,-2890 0648,-1110

TABUk 3

11.3.2.78,45.3,2.47,20.5,2.e9,3g.e,1. 19,31.1. 1.04
3:3.4 0.602,34.0,0.50,40.e0.50
RUN HNTROLS
STOP TIME a .15
M'AX INTGRATION PASSES - 1E20
MINIMUM STEP SIZE a IE-30
COM1PUTER TIM~E LIMIT - I

TERMINATE IF((VP71.LT.0).AeD.(TIME.GT.,.el))
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TABULAR OUTPUT
M 178 MODEL
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TABULAR OUTPUT- CONTIlNUED
M 178 MODEL
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TABULAR OUTPUT-CONTINUED
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SUPER--SCEPTFE INPUT DECK
S± CHAMOND

I12.f ECHAMMAL DESCR~IPTION1
11.3.9 RECOIL SY~STEM
12a-OAE - 0 P)ILS
~30.F'R'?4 WITH KN06M ORIFACE AREA
14-I UITHi AUTOMATIC CONTROL VALUE
.ISTm4 LEv~EL I CONlTROL ONLY CST CH4AMOND)

i~aSET PSRDPL TO DESIRED M'AXI%9M R.ODPULL
le.UJSING SM'OOTHER D~.iPONlT DATA FOR BREECH FORCE
LSO&ELEMEN7S

200*R1,2-1-TABLE I (TIME)
2I0*R2,2-1z2(PWTx5:N(PANG))
220R3, L-2-PRDPL
230.RS,-2-X7(PMPLT*COSCPANG)3(67.15-SM1)/I4.15)
240'DEF:NED PARAM9ETERS
250-POAE*O.

* a60*PWT.4360
270.PCR.)86.
280.PIE-)x3(4.lATANU .0))
290.PANG-X4(2.%PIESPGAE/6400.)
300mPAR-9.?2~
310*PPO.650
320*PVO*:eI5.

340-PA32-~98
3S0.PVF. 0313

* 360-PAO-TABLE 3 (SMI))
2 ~370*PE-X12(PRDPL-DRDPL)

380 *PSRDPL -70000
390-PDRDPL*!3(PSRDPL)

* 400-PAT-TABLE 4 (PE)
410-PAD*)'i7 PAT)
420*PTAU. .01

* 430-DPAA*Xl6( (PAD-PAA )/PTAU)
440.PAA-.

* . 4SO-POhat
* . 460-PAE-Xl5(PAO+POM3PAA)

470*PtMu,0.15
480. PPAC-~2340
490*PRE*XS(PARSPP0/(1 .- PARXSMI/PLVSZ)8 h

S10*PRDPL.X9(PE+PPAC+PRR)
S 52aoPRf.SS-Xl0,PBR/PAJ,

539aOUTPUTS
S400SMII PDRDPL,PRDPLPAPAZ'
564444Es



S+ CHAMIOND, INPUT DECK -CONTINUED

57a.TABLE I
saf). 1. 0.09 "6
a4-3fAiLE 2
610-0,.3230G.."2 18400 .e066998,e4.07,1390000

633.0elsseeeeg80 0 1 011,ee ei443"1
630u.al2,343000, .129 276000. .01 1-4806i

ssa.21I.-79eG. 024 -42200. .031,-204eS
6S04.e373.1110,:044,-57S0, .0526 -28909 .648.-Ill$

S80.TABLf 3
690:-Ie aG 5 0 5. 53,1 5S,1.11,2.34,1.6S.2.75,2.14,3.00
700 3.04,3:2,4.26,5.49,4.63,3.45,5.35,3.35.7.35,3419

720 33.4 0.6e2 34.e,9.50,4e.0,0.59
* 73e.TABLi 4
* 758oTABLE S

7609-1000,0., M0,..
77e*TABLE 6

790-.008,58ee.g30000 91",.el4eSeee,.e1.380000
800.S1,1000,.03~28000,01056 120 07,1.5000

920' 9,0.
830oTABLE-7
8400-100,0,2,0 2,1 100~
B50-RUN CONTROES
866aSTOP TIME * .IS
870.MAX INTEGRATION PASSES a I~E2
884aMINIM uf STEP SIZE - IE-30
09e4COM'PUTER TIME LIMIT - I
90.ERrnNATEIFv.L..AD(fqQT.0,
910-MECI4ANICAL RERUN DESCRIPTION
92@*DEFINED PARAMETERS
934sPSRDPL-7S8e
9400MECHAHICAL RERUN DESCRIPTION
9SO*DEFINED, PARAMETERS
966mPsRDPL.00eee
970*KECHAMICAL RERUN DESCRIP1IOll
988mDEFINiED PARAMETERS
9900.PSROPL-9 M s

lo"*END
I11eEOR
le1*3Da
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FULL AUTOMATIC CONTROL MODELS
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SUPER-SCEPTRE INPUT DECK
AUTOMATIC CONTROL - M 2035 IMPULSE

MCOC~4AL DESCAIPTIOM
4m7l RECOIL MCH4ANISMl

~IPCr~G zT-. LJ4Ut4 LilAC AREA (LONG MODE)
AUTOM~ATIC C(eTO-UL LZI
ELEVATION - 4; DEGREES
u~z m243 cI4AN~ DATA (TAIL[ V
ELEMENTS

Ri,2Z-'AILE 2 (TIME)
R31I.XliPwT$SMtpA't))
P3. i-Z.PRDPL
RZ,1-2.x7(PMuUEIICOS(PAN)(67.1S-SM1 )/14.15;
DEFINED PARAMETERS
PQAE.990.
PUT-4 360
P&R.396.

PANG.)4(2.sPIEtPQAE,64@6)
PAR.g.72

PN.1 .5
PAD-.98g
PijF..0313
PAO-TABLE 3 (SRI)
PE-x12'PRDPL-PDRDPL)
PSRZPL-70000
PSUITCM.TAILE 5 CAMI)
Pxt'.ETX13(PSx-SMI)
PSU2.'- ABLE 7 cPgLEPT)
PCCOPL.X 14) PUTSLUf1 3Vmi .PR/2PXLFTPUT85INCPA*4G))
PSX.35.
PDRPL-W13((-PSWITCH sPSRDPL+PSWITCMt*PCRDPL)
PA!.'TABLE 4 (PE)
PA.-Xj.(PA?PSU2)
PTAW..01
VPAA.X16( (PAD-PAA 3,PAU)
PAA..
Pot, -.I
PAE-XIS(PAO*POMZPAA)
PPAC-2340

PRE-XS(PARSPP*,C1 .-PARZSMI/PVO'SPMq)
P3R-Xg(PA923,8321322PurPAESXZ/2./PGA)
PRDPL.XgcPRE#PPAC+PBR)
PRESS.XIS( PaR/ PAI)
OUTPuTS

PAA. PAD

FUNCTIONS
lADLE a
0,3230 fl 841400 00 of14t600 "711394440

.. 4~i4.e..e.0,e24t 1 $906 9 .01144300
a 8,43000,0129 276000,013 Ij-14300

'It 41-3N W .0196.-q0e49 .is-06m06
.02 11,-69 : .03 4 -42,." 2-0406

.0373,-hi" .0441 -5714 0s2s -lIpS .0643-1110
.07S -533,.1I-4,.Ii@.i,..0
rADII 3

2.06A3:h.4.M,J494.33.4.5.3. 3.36.7.31.3.11

i3*3. 3 3,3. 4i.5lf.St3...I.1i1O

334I 6e23.,..O00S

XPL.OT DIMENSION e 1.
.PLOT DIMENSION * 6.
STOP TIME-..5
?PAX INTEGRATION PASSES*ICIO
P.IM:!L.M STEP SIZE-IE-30
C3MPUTER TIME LIMITe1

MECHANICAL PEqRjn DESCRIPTION
CEFINED PARAMETERS
PON.,

S EOR
DIPI 67
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SUPER-SCEPTRE INPUT DECK
AUTOMATIC CONTROL

GYMNASTICATOR IMPULSE (LONG STROKE)
fMfCNAfHICAL ECZO

K vlIP~CtL i~tAMV
gl~w wi! KNOut4 ORIFACE AREA (LONG "ODE)

A4Jlofl*IC CONTROAL-VuLL LEL'EL2
CLIJATION - 0
UWE SOOTNED GYM1MER DATA (TAILE 1)
ELEMENTS

R1.2-I.TAILE I (TIME)
P2.2-1.x2(pLJT2S1N(PANO))
A3. i-2.PRDPL

DEFINED PARAMiETERS
POAE.0.

Pw-366
P4.R*386.
PIE -X3C4.SAAN(1.#)
PAtI.X4(Z. aPIETPOAE'648t)
PAR '9.72
PPO. 550
Pvc.161S.

* -1.6
PAl. 32 93
PU.F* .0313
PA3.?AILE 3 (SMI1
PE-X12(PRDL-PDRDPL)
PSRDIPL-790O
PS.,IT~m.TA9VE S CAlM1)
PxLEFT.XIOSPSX-S11)
PS1U2-TAILE 7 (PxLEFT)
PCRDPL.X14(PUTSU.M12.OMI/PGR/2/PXLEFT+PhITXSZN(PANG);
P5Sc.35.
PZRDPL-X13( c1-PSw:T.^mzPSRDPL+PSITCm*3PCRDPL)
PAT-TAILE 4 (PE)
PAD.X17(PATSPSW2)
PTAU-.9.1
DPAA.KIA( (PAO-PAAlfPTAUl
PAA'S.
PON* I
PAE.x15(PAC.PONSPAA)
PAU*0. 15
PPACZ349
PRE.XScPARSPP0'(1 .-PAR2SSO?1PVO )SIPN4)
PBA.X3CPAI31V1' 1121PWF/PAEzSI2./PGR)
PRDPL.x ( PRE.PPAC#P#R)
PRESS. x10 CPIN 'PAD
OUIPUTS
SAS VMI III
PRaiS.PibPL.PK
FAA PAD
PSUITCH. PDRDPL.PCIDP L
FUN'CTION$
TAILE I

TAILIE 3

32 4 0:6,34.4.,10.,:.541
TAiSt

TOILE 5

'ODLE

-110 C0 11,148011

CATCCI9P PLOT$
XPEOT DIMENSION - 1.
VPLOT DPENSION4 a A.

MI~NjIMUM STEP SIZE*IE-36
COOPUTE'R YTPIC L1PI1~'

MEC4ANICAL PERU% DESCRIPTIONl
WI~NED PARAMETERS

IEOR

DIEND 68
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SUPER-SCEPTRE INPUT DECK
AUTOMATIC CONTROL

GYMNASTICATOR IMPULSE (SHORT STROKE)
NMtAL DCSCRIPTION
M095 leOIL MECAANISN
Felotw. wITil AKtIOU1 OOIFACE AREA (SHORT M~ODE)
W~TO.9Ar!C UhtTROL-FULL LEAcL2
ELEt.CkTON - i
.iiE SPVOTHED QvrMMER DATA (TAILC 1)
31 Im. ALL3~JAILE RECOIL
CLEr'hTS
Fl.1-1.A2(PuT'PGA)
R1,1-1-TAILl 1 (TIM'E)
RA22-1.XaiPwTxISI(PA"G))
R3, 1-2-PRDPL
R,-2C7(PAUZPICOS(PAM1G)S(67.IS-SM1 1/14.15)

DEFr4ED PARAMETERS
PGAE.6
PWT-4360

PA316.
PIE-x3C4.sATAm(l.S))
RAha-x4(2.tPIEsPQAE/G4W0)

P01015.
P14-1.6
PAl. 32.93
PUFV..S313
PAO.TABLE 6 (SF11)
PE-xl~tPRDPL-!DROPt)
PSADPL.90O*
PSwITCN.TA3LE 5 (AMI)
PXLETXIS(PS)(-SPI)
PSw2*TAILE 7 lPxLEFT)
PCRDPLXl4cPuTSUM11:vtl/PGR/2PXLEF'.PUTSINPAqG))
PSi(.30.2
PDRDPL-X13 C 1-PSWI!TCM)XPSRDPL*PSWITCHIPCRDPL)
PAT.TABLE 4 (PE)
PAD.X17(PATIPSU2)
PTAU-.01e
DPAA-X16( (PAD-PAA )/PTAU)
PAA-..

PAC.X IS CPAO.POPIIPAA I
PM9U..15
PRAC *2340
PRE-xS(PARSPPO/ I .- PAA2SPII/P$JO)*P4)
PIR-XS(PA::3upIgazFgpPAE:*2,2.,PQR)
PRDPL.X9(PRE.PPAC*PlR,
PRESS-X1@CPIR/PAI)
OUTPUTS

PRESS, PADPL.PQE

PiTCMN.PROLPCADPL
FUNCTIONS
lAILE i

i;JkE 4

TADUL 5
tloo" 1...11.10IW,
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SUPER-SCEPTRE INPUT DECK
-CONTINUED-

.573541.349S,.0644.1.4613,.69115.1.499..?2351.3457e.73.1.0

*9039.a:7212 1.0378 1.34 1.9 IN.I1Is 1.1936 1.964
1.35,1.6a2

4. .54 Fl 1&9,.31.35,391.611,8.81M
1.746,.86177, 1.863,1999Al.011, .3617..1 J..4111
a2176, .43S6,a.414,a.4718.1. 1,11.5119.1. 16.1.5691k
8.g13,l53,.5 .63..5..3 26S4,1.61N
3.70S,..843.4.S61,A.7 I .4. 131,a 7354.145,.72893
4.176.8.7261.4. 193.a.732 .4.144.3:7166,4.3S7..7017
4 .4 0g, g961,4.560,a.6776,4.769*a 6$33.1.K.6103
6. 493,2:5664:6.149 8.4193.6.980184605,7.337.314W6

7.741.6317 13.72.14611.119 11.3476 .197
12.1, .U14,1.131. 11.1. 70#4,14.4.130719

14.19.1.6218,1S.6 I.S59.16.39.1.473,1IN..449
17.44,1.3S76 It 2.8 690 19.46 1. 1169,20.68..9454
31.21, .365.&1.U1. .?546 , a -si.Hig . 07 .6, 40. 01.5
RUN CONTROLS
CALCOIIP PLOTS$

-y VPLOT DIMENSION e 6.
STOP TIME.16
MAX INTEGRATION PAISESO1EIO
RMNMW STEP SZZE.1(-3*
COMPUTER TIME 1IMITe1
TERMINATE P(J!..-)A4.TIi..SI)
MECHANICAL RERUN DESCRIPTION
DEFINED PARANCTERS

07



SUPER*SCEPTRE SYMBOLS

Ml Mass of the recoiling parts (slugs)

RI Breech force (lbt)

R2 Weight force component (lbf)

R3 Riodpull (1bf)

R6 Sliding friction (lbf)

POAE Angrle of elevation (mils)

PWT Weight of recoiling parts (lbf)

2
PGR Gravitational constant (in./s)

PIE n (constant)

PANG Angle of elevation (radians)

2PAR Area of recuperator piston (in. 2 )

PPO Initial pressure of recuperator (psi)

3PVO Initial volume of recuperator (in. )

PN Polytropic exponent for recuperator gas

PAB Total area of brake pistons (in. 2 )

PWF Weight density of fluid (lb/in.
3)

PAO Equivalent orifice area (in.
3)

PE Error between actual and desired rodpull

PSRDPL initial value, desired rodpull (Ibf)

PSWITCH Switching function

PXLEFT Amount recoil distance remaining (in.)

PSW2 End of recoil control function

PCRDPL Calculated desired rodpull (Ibf)

PSX Maximum recoil length (in.)

PDRDRL Desired rodpull (1bf)

71
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PAT Servovalve desired area (in.2)

- PAD Desired servovalve area with end of recoil control function

" PTAU Servovalve time constant (sec)

DPAA Differential equation for actual valve area

PAA Initial value of valve area (in. 2 )

PON Flag for automatic control (I = on)

PAY Total brake orifice area (in. 2)

PMU Coefficient of friction

* PPAC Packing friction force (ibf)

PRE Recuperator force (1bf)

- PBR Brake force (ibf)

PRDPL Total rodpull (ibf)

PRESS Brake hydraulic pressure (lb/in.
2)

SMI Recoil distance (in.)

VIl Recoil velocity (in./s)

AMI Recoil acceleration (in./s 2)

Table 1 Smoothed gymnasticator data

Table 2 M203 charge breech force profile

Table 3 Long recoil-existing orifice area versus recoil distance

Table 4 Servovalve area desired versus error (PE)

Table 5 Switching function versus acceleration

Table 6 Short recoil-existing orifice area versus recoil distance

Table 7 End of recoil control function versus distance left
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